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In this paper, we develop a temporal correlation transfer equation CTE for ultrasound-modulated multiply
scattered light. The equation can be used to obtain the time-varying specific intensity of light produced by a
nonuniform ultrasound field in optically scattering media that have a heterogeneous distribution of optical
parameters. We also develop a Monte Carlo algorithm that can provide the spatial distribution of the optical
power spectrum in optically scattering media with focused ultrasound fields, and heterogeneous distributions of
optically scattering and absorbing objects. Derivation of the CTE is based on the ladder diagram approximation
of the Bethe-Salpeter equation that assumes moderate ultrasound pressures. We expect the CTE to be appli-
cable to a wide spectrum of conditions in the ultrasound-modulated optical tomography of soft biological
tissues.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The development of soft biological tissue imaging sys-
tems based on ultrasound-modulated multiply scattered light
has been a subject of intense research in recent years. The
information obtained by exposing the biological tissues to
visible and near-infrared radiation can be used for functional
imaging and the detection of tissue abnormalities, which
make the optical imaging modalities very attractive for medi-
cal applications. However, the strong diffusion of light at
these wavelengths makes it difficult to obtain good spatial
resolution at imaging depths greater than one optical trans-
port mean free path. At present, the application of sophisti-
cated reconstruction algorithms is necessary in order to
achieve reasonable spatial resolution in the pure optical im-
aging modalities, such as diffuse optical tomography, at im-
aging depths where light is completely diffused 1.
Ultrasound-modulated optical tomography UOT is a hy-
brid technique which combines the advantages of ultrasonic
resolution and optical contrast 2,3. In this technique, fo-
cused ultrasound and optical radiation of high temporal co-
herence are simultaneously applied to soft biological tissue,
and the resulting ultrasound-modulated light is then detected.
This provides information about the optical properties of the
tissue, spatially localized at the interaction region of the ul-
trasonic and the electromagnetic waves. It is assumed that
most of the measured signal comes from the ultrasound focal
zone, the position of which can be well controlled due to the
low scattering coefficient of ultrasound. Thus, images based
on the optical properties of a tissue sample are created by
scanning the ultrasound beam.
Due to the very small ratio between the temporal frequen-
cies of the ultrasound and light used in UOT experiments,
detection of ultrasound-modulated light belongs to the high-
resolution optical spectroscopy domain. Detection has
proven to be very challenging because of the uncorrelated
optical phases among the speckles that are created by dif-
fused light. Therefore, a great deal of research is currently
being directed toward the development of more efficient de-
tection techniques for UOT experiments 3–16.
Simultaneously, progress is being made on the theoretical
understanding of the ultrasound modulation of light in opti-
cally strongly scattering media. Two mechanisms of modu-
lation are included in the present models. The first mecha-
nism is dynamic light scattering by optical scatterers
oscillating in an ultrasound field 4,17, a phenomenon that is
largely analogous to dynamic light scattering by scatterers
undergoing Brownian motion 18. The second mechanism
accounts for ultrasound-induced changes in the optical index
of refraction 19,20. Both mechanisms have been combined
by Wang 20, in a model based on the diffusing-wave spec-
troscopy DWS approach 18,21. In this model 20, the
interaction of a plane ultrasound wave with diffused light is
considered in an infinite and homogeneous optically scatter-
ing slab, assuming small values of the ultrasound-induced
optical phase increments. Subsequently, the equations were
extended to account for anisotropic optical scattering 22,
Brownian motion 22,23, and strong correlations 24 be-
tween the ultrasound-induced optical phase increments. It
was shown 24 that the correlations are weak only if kaltr
1, where ltr is the optical transport mean free path; ka
=2 /a is the magnitude of the ultrasound wave vector; and
a is the ultrasound wavelength. In the case of anisotropic
optical scattering, equations derived for the isotropic case
can be applied if ltr is used instead of the optical scattering
mean free path ls 22,24. In addition, based on a theoretical
model, we developed a Monte Carlo algorithm to use for
comparison with the theoretical predictions 22,25 as well
as for modeling the scattering samples that have optically
absorbing objects with cylindrical shapes 26.
Since the existing theoretical model is based on the DWS
approach, applications are limited to simple geometries
where it is possible to approximate the ultrasound field with
a plane ultrasound wave and where the probability density
function of the optical path length between the source and
detector is analytically known. As a result, only transmission
through 20,22,24, and reflection from 23,24, an infinite
scattering slab filled with ultrasound, have been analytically
studied. In most experiments, however, the optical param-
eters are heterogeneously distributed and a focused ultra-*Electronic address: lwang@bme.tamu.edu
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sound beam is used. Therefore, a more general theoretical
model, which can locally treat interactions between ultra-
sound and light in an optically scattering medium, is needed.
In this paper, based on the ladder diagram approximation
of the Bethe-Salpeter equation 27, we have derived a tem-
poral correlation transfer equation CTE for ultrasound-
modulated multiply scattered light. The work of the many
authors who established the link between multiple scattering
theory and the radiative transfer equation in the last 60 years
was reviewed in several excellent papers 28–33. Also, sev-
eral authors have considered the development of the CTE for
scatterers moving with a given velocity distribution or under-
going Brownian motion 34–37. In our case, both the
ultrasound-induced movement of the scatterers and the
ultrasound-induced change in the optical index of refraction
have led to a new form of CTE.
The derivation of the CTE was performed in several steps.
In Sec. II, we first develop an expression for the electric field
Green’s function in the presence of an ultrasound field in a
medium free of optical scatterers. Next, we solve the Dyson
equation 27 and obtain the value of a mean Green’s func-
tion in the presence of optical scatterers, which can be used
to obtain the ensemble averaged field for a given distribution
of optical sources. Finally, in Sec. III, based on the Bethe-
Salpeter equation, we write the expression for a mutual co-
herence function of the electric field and transform it into an
integral form of the CTE. Consequently, we derive a differ-
ential form of the CTE. In Sec. IV, based on the CTE, we
develop a Monte Carlo algorithm. We further calculate the
three-dimensional distribution of the power spectrum of the
ultrasound-modulated light, produced by 1 MHz focused ul-
trasound in an optically scattering slab with optical param-
eters representative of those in soft biological tissues at vis-
ible and near infrared wavelengths.
II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MEAN GREEN’S FUNCTION
We start by presenting an approximate expression for the
Green’s function of the electric field component in a medium
free from optical scatterers in the presence of an ultrasound
field. We assume that the dielectric constant of the medium
 experiences small perturbations due to the ultrasound
field and that it is well approximated with =01
+2Pr , t / va
2, where 0 is the dielectric constant of the
unperturbed medium; Pr , t is the ultrasound pressure;  is
the mass density of the medium; va is the ultrasound speed;
and  is the elasto-optical coefficient in water at standard
conditions va1480 ms−1; and 0.32. Consequently, we
locally approximate the optical index of refraction with
nr , t=n01+Pr , t / va
2, where n0=0. Let Fr be
the spatial distribution of a monochromatic light source hav-
ing angular frequency 0 and wave-vector magnitude k0
=0 /c0, where c0 is the speed of light in vacuum. To sim-
plify the derivations, we neglect the optical polarization ef-
fects and consider only one component E˜ r , t of the electric
field. The time retardation is also neglected, since the time
during which the light propagates through the sample is a
small fraction of the ultrasound period. Due to the large ratio
between the optical and ultrasound temporal frequencies, we
approximate the quasi-monochromatic electric field in the
medium as E˜ r , t=Er , texp−i0t, where Er , t is a
slowly changing function of time that satisfies the following
equation:
2 + k02n021 + 2Pr,t
va
2 	
Er,t = Fr , 1
where 2Pr , t / va
2	1.
For a point source at position r0, Fr=
r−r0, where

  is the Dirac delta function, and the solution of Eq. 1 is
the Green’s function Gar ,r0 , t. We present Gar ,r0 , t as
Gar,r0,t =
expik0n0r − r01 + r,r0,t
− 4r − r0
, 2
where the small fractional phase perturbation r ,r0 , t
is the slowly varying function of Pr , t and where
k0n0 r−r0 r ,r0 , t vanishes whenever r→r0 or
2Pr , t / va
2→0. We consider moderate ultrasound pres-
sures and distances r not far from the source position r0 such
that k0n0 r−r0 r ,r0 , t	1, and we approximate r ,r0 , t
with an integral over the optical path increments along the
line between r0 and r as
r,r0,t =

va
2r − r0

r0
r
Pr,tdr. 3
By performing the integration in Eq. 3 along the straight
line which connects r0 and r, we assume that the ultrasound-
induced refraction of the optical waves is negligible for the
interaction length r−r0.
We then consider a medium with discrete and uncorre-
lated optical scatterers. We assume independent optical scat-
tering and an optical wavelength 0 that is much smaller than
ls weak scattering approximation. We also assume that a
monochromatic ultrasound field, in an optically scattering
medium representative of soft biological tissue, is uniform
on scales that are comparable with ltr, and we locally ap-
proximate the ultrasound pressure with Pr , t= P0 cosat
−ka ·r+, where ka=kaˆ a is the ultrasound wave vector
and P0, a, , and ˆ a are the pressure amplitude, angular
frequency, local initial phase, and propagation direction unit
vector of the ultrasound, respectively ˆ a=1. This allows
us to write an explicit expression for the fractional phase
perturbation r ,r0 , t as
r,r0,t =
1
2
M cosat − ka · r + r02 + 	sincka · r − r02 	 ,
4
where sincx=sinx /x, and M =2P0 / va
2.
The accuracy of Eq. 2 with r ,r0 , t given by Eq. 4
is worse for large values of r−r0. For further derivations,
Eq. 2 is required to be approximately valid for r−r0
on the order of a few ltr. This requirement is satisfied in
soft biological tissues at visible and near-infrared optical
wavelengths ltr1 mm, for moderate ultrasound pressures
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P0105 Pa and in the medical ultrasound frequency range
24.
The scattering cross section s is related to the optical
scattering amplitude fˆ sc ,ˆ inc as s=4fˆ sc ,ˆ inc2
dsc, where ˆ inc and ˆ sc are the directions of the incident
and scattered waves, respectively, and we assume that the
scattering potential is spherically symmetric such that
fˆ sc ,ˆ inc is a function of ˆ sc ·ˆ inc only. The scattering
phase function pˆ sc ,ˆ inc is defined as pˆ sc ,ˆ inc
=s
−1fˆ sc ,ˆ inc2, and it satisfies 4pˆ sc ,ˆ incdsc=1.
In addition, from the optical theorem, we have s+a
=4 Imfˆ inc ,ˆ inc / k0n0, where a is the optical ab-
sorption cross section, and Im  is an imaginary part. If s is
the density of optical scatterers, then the optical extinction,
scattering and absorption coefficients are defined as t=s
+a, s=ss, and a=as, respectively.
We assume sufficiently small optical scatterers and con-
sider only the far field approximations of the scattered fields.
The far field approximation of field Esr , t produced by the
scattering of the plane wave expik0n0ˆ inc ·r from the
single optical scatterer at rs is given by
Esr,t = − 4Gar,rs,tfˆ sc,ˆ incexpik0n0est · ˆ inc
−ˆ scexpik0n0ˆ inc · rs , 5
where ˆ sc= r−rs / r−rs and the refraction of the optical
waves due to the ultrasound field is neglected. The first
exponential factor on the right-hand side of Eq. 5 accounts
for the Doppler shift caused by the ultrasound-induced
movement of the scatterer. The position of the scatterer at
moment t is rs+est, where rs is the resting position and
est is the small ultrasound-induced displacement given by
est=ˆ aP0Sakava
2−1 sinat−ka ·rs−a+. In general,
Sa and a represent the deviations of the amplitude and the
phase of the scatterer displacement from the movement of
the surrounding fluid 24,38. However, we expect that an
endogenous optical scatterer in soft biological tissue closely
follows the ultrasound-induced “background” tissue vibra-
tions, i.e., Sa1 and a0.
When multiple scattering is considered, the mean Green’s
function Gsrb ,ra , t provides the ensemble averaged value
of the electric field referred to also as a mean or coherent
field at rb emitted from a point source at ra. We obtain
Gsrb ,ra , t by solving the Dyson equation 27,34,35, whose
far-field expression in the Bourret approximation is given by
Gsrb,ra,t = Garb,ra,t − 4s Garb,rs,tfˆ sb,ˆ as
 expik0n0est · ˆ as −ˆ sbGsrs,ra,tdrs.
6
In Eq. 6, ˆ as and ˆ sb are unity vectors in directions rs
−ra and rb−rs, respectively, and the refraction of the mean
optical field that is due to the ultrasound is neglected.
By applying the method of stationary phase to Eq. 6, we
obtain the following solution see the Appendix:
Gsrb,ra,t =
expiKrb,ra,trb − ra
− 4rb − ra
, 7
where
Krb,ra,t = k0n01 + rb,ra,t
+ 2sfˆ ,ˆ /k0n0
. The difference between the mean Green’s function
Gsrb ,ra , t given by Eq. 7 and the free-space Green’s func-
tion Grb ,ra , t=expik0n0rb−ra / −4rb−ra is in the
form of the propagation constant Krb ,ra , t. The term
rb ,ra , t is related to the accumulated optical phase from ra
to rb, due to ultrasound-induced changes in the optical index
of refraction. The term 2sfˆ ,ˆ  / k0n0 accounts for the
multiple wave scattering from ra to rb, and its real and
imaginary parts are related to the reduction of the propaga-
tion speed and the attenuation of the mean field, respectively.
Also, in the absence of optical scatterers, the term
2sfˆ ,ˆ  / k0n0 vanishes, and Gsrb ,ra , t reduces to
Garb ,ra , t.
III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CTE
The mutual coherence function of the electric field com-
ponent is given by ra ,rb , t ,= Era , tE*rb , t+, where
ra and rb are two closely spaced points relative to the mean
free path lt, and   represents ensemble averaging. We as-
sume a quasiuniform ra ,rb , t ,, which varies more slowly
in respect to the center of gravity coordinate rc= ra+rb /2
than in respect to the difference coordinate rd=ra−rb
rc	 rd  . Under the weak-scattering approximation,
ra ,rb , t , satisfies the ladder approximation of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation 27,34,35,37 for moving scatterers
ra,rb,t, = 0ra,rb,t, +  vsa tvsb*t + 
rs,rs,t,rs,t;rs,t + drsdrs,
8
where 0ra ,rb , t ,= Era , tE*rb , t+ is the mutual
coherence function of the coherent unscattered field, and
rs and rs are the positions of the same scatterer at time
moments t and t+, respectively Fig. 1. The function
rs , t ;rs , t+ is the probability density of finding the
same scatterer s at position rs and time t, and at position rs
and time t+. By assuming the far field approximation of the
operators vs
a t and vs
b *t+, the factor vs
a tvs
b *t
+rs ,rs , t , in Eq. 8 can be written as an integral
over all the spectral components of rs ,rs , t ,. The spec-
tral density ˜ rcs ,q , t , of rs ,rs , t , is defined as the
spatial Fourier transform with respect to the difference vari-
able rds=rs−rs,
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˜ rcs,q,t, = 2−3 rcs,rds,t,exp− iq · rdsdrds,
9
where rcs= rs+rs /2. The formal expressions of the
operators vs
a t and vs
b *t+ in the far-field approximation
are given by V
s
a t ,ˆ =−4Gsra ,rs , tfˆ sa ,ˆ 
and V
s
b *t+ ,ˆ =−4Gs
*rb ,rs , t+f*ˆ sb ,ˆ ,
respectively, where ˆ =q / q. Finally, the factor
vs
a tvs
b *t+rs ,rs , t , in the integral in Eq. 8 can be
written as
vs
a tvs
b*t + rs,rs,t,
  Vsa t,ˆ Vsb*t + ,ˆ ˜ rcs,q,t,
expiq · rdsdq, 10
where
Vs
a t,ˆ Vs
b*t + ,ˆ 
=
fˆ sa,ˆ f*ˆ sb,ˆ 
ra − rsrb − rs
expiKra,rs,tra − rs
exp− iK*rb,rs,t + rb − rs . 11
To simplify the expression on the right-hand side of Eq.
11, we use previously defined vectors in the center-of-
gravity coordinate systems rc= ra+rb /2, rd=ra−rb, rcs
= rs+rs /2, rds=rs−rs, and we also define ˆ = rc
−rcs / rc−rcs. Since rd	 rc−rcs and rds	 rc−rcs, we
assume fˆ sa ,ˆ  fˆ ,ˆ , fˆ sb ,ˆ  fˆ ,ˆ ,
and
ra − rs  rc − rcs + rd − rds ·
ˆ /2,
rb − rs  rc − rcs − rd − rds ·
ˆ /2,
ra − rsrb − rs
−1  rc − rcs−2. 12
Equation 11 can be now presented as
V
s
a t,ˆ Vs
b*t + ,ˆ 
= spˆ ,ˆ rc − rcs−2 expiKrrd − rds ·ˆ
− trc − rcs expinra,rb,rs,rs,t, , 13
where Kr=n0k0+4Refˆ ,ˆ s / 2k0n0, and Re  is the
real part. nra ,rb ,rs ,rs , t , is the difference between the
ultrasound-induced phase increments given by
nra,rb,rs,rs,t, = k0n0ra − rsra,rs,t
− k0n0rb − rsrb,rs,t +  .
14
By using the relations in Eq. 12, the expression in Eq. 14
is approximated as nra ,rb ,rs ,rs , t ,nrc ,rcs , t ,,
where
nrc,rcs,t, =
2nka
ka ·ˆ
sina2	sinat + 2	
− ka ·
rc + rcs
2
+ 
sinka · rc − rcs2 	 .
15
In Eq. 15, n=2k0n0P0 / kava
2.
We express the positions rs and rs of the scatterer at the
time moments t and t+ as rs=rs+est and rs=rs+est
+, respectively. The probability density function
rs , t ;rs , t+ in Eq. 8 is given by
rs,t;rs,t +  = s
„rds − ers,t,… , 16
where ers , t ,=est−est+. By replacing the integra-
tion over positions rs and rs with an integration over rds
and rcs, Eq. 8 becomes
rc,rd,t, = 0rc,rd,t, + spˆ ,ˆ 
expiKrrd − rds ·ˆ  expinrc,rcs,t,
exp− trc − rcs˜ rcs,q,t, expiq · rds

„rds − ers,t,…drdsdrc − rcsddq,
17
where we used drcs= rc−rcs2drc−rcsd. After performing
an additional integration over rds, we have
rc,rd,t, = 0rc,rd,t, + spˆ ,ˆ 
expiKrrd ·ˆ exp− trc − rcs
expiq − Krˆ  · ers,t,
expinrc,rcs,t,˜ rcs,q,t,
drc − rcsddq, 18
where exp−trc−rcs accounts for the attenuation of the
field, and the exponential factors that contain e  and n 
FIG. 1. Coordinates of the moving scatterer and the detection
points in the center of gravity coordinate systems.
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are due to the ultrasound-induced optical phase increments.
Equation 18 can be further simplified by realizing that
for quasi-monochromatic light, the spectral density
˜ rcs ,q , t , of the quasiuniform mutual coherence function
is approximately concentrated on a spherical shell with ra-
dius q=Kr 28,31,32,39,40. We relate then the time-
varying specific intensity Ircs ,ˆ  , t , to the spectral den-
sity ˜ rcs ,q , t , by the following approximation
28,29,31,32,37,39,40:
˜ rcs,q,t,  
q− KrIrcs,ˆ ,t,/Kr
2
. 19
For rc ,rd , t , and 0rc ,rd , t ,, we write the expres-
sions similar to Eqs. 9 and 19 and combine them to obtain
the following relations:
rc,rd,t, = Irc,ˆ ,t,expiKrˆ · rdd , 20a
0rc,rd,t, = I0rc,ˆ ,t,expiKrˆ · rdd , 20b
where the time-varying specific intensity is presented as an
angular spectrum of the mutual coherence function. From
Eq. 20a, we note that the temporal field correlation function
rc ,0 , t , is given by Irc ,ˆ , t ,d. Therefore, the op-
tical power spectrum density of the ultrasound modulated
light received in some solid angle 0 can be obtained by the
temporal Fourier transform of I0rc ,=0Irc ,
ˆ
,d,
where Irc ,ˆ , is obtained by averaging the time-varying
specific intensity over an ultrasound period as 41
Irc,ˆ , =
a
20
2/a
Irc,ˆ ,t,dt . 21
Finally, the integral form of the CTE is obtained by sub-
stituting Eqs. 20a, 20b, and 19 into Eq. 18, performing
the integration over q, and by subsequently removing the
integrals over ˆ , together with exponents expiKrˆ ·rd
which are common for all terms. We write the final result as
Ir,ˆ ,t, = I0r,ˆ ,t, + spˆ ,ˆ 
exp− tr − rsIrs,ˆ ,t,
r,rs,ˆ ,ˆ ,t,dr − rsd, 22
where it is assumed that rcsrs, and we also removed
now redundant subscript c from the center-of-gravity coor-
dinate rc. Equation 22 is similar to the previously derived
correlation transfer equations for moving scatterers 34,37.
The time-varying specific intensity Ir ,ˆ , t , is given as a
sum of the unscattered term I0r ,ˆ , t , and all time-
varying specific intensities scattered into direction ˆ . The
factor r ,rs ,ˆ ,ˆ  , t ,=expidrs ,ˆ ,ˆ  , t ,
expinr ,rs , t , accounts for the ultrasound-induced
optical phase increments due to both mechanisms of
modulation. The factor drs ,ˆ ,ˆ  , t ,=−Krˆ
−ˆ  ·ers , t , that is due to the ultrasound-induced dis-
placement of the optical scatterers is given by
drs,ˆ ,ˆ ,t, = dˆ −ˆ  ·ˆ asina2	
cosat + 2	 − ka · rs − a + 
 ,
23
where d=2KrSaP0 / kava
2.
The differential form of the CTE is obtained by taking the
gradient of the integral form of the CTE Eq. 22 in the ˆ
direction 29. By applying ˆ · /r to Eq. 22, we have
ˆ
Ir,ˆ ,t,
r
=ˆ
I0r,ˆ ,t,
r
+ 
4
spˆ ,ˆ ˆ rr0
r
r,rs,ˆ ,ˆ ,t, exp− tr − rsIrs,ˆ ,t,dr − rs	d.
24We denote with D  the derivative in the wavy brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. 24 and express its value as
D  =r,r,ˆ ,ˆ ,t,Ir,ˆ ,t, − 
r0
r
tr,rs,ˆ ,ˆ ,t, exp− tr − rsIrs,ˆ ,t,dr − rs
+ 
r0
r
ˆ
r,rs,ˆ ,ˆ ,t,
r
exp− tr − rsIrs,ˆ ,t,dr − rs . 25
Next, we substitute the expressions from Eqs. 25 and 22 into Eq. 24 to obtain
ˆ 
r
+ t	Ir,ˆ ,t, = ˆ r + t	I0r,ˆ ,t, + s4 pˆ ,ˆ  expidr,ˆ ,ˆ ,t,Ir,ˆ ,t,d
+ ˜ nr,t,s
4
pˆ ,ˆ 
r0
r
r,rs,ˆ ,ˆ ,t, exp− tr − rsIrs,ˆ ,t,dr − rsd,
26
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where ˆ ·r ,rs ,ˆ ,ˆ  , t , /r is represented as
˜ nr , t ,r ,rs ,ˆ ,ˆ  , t ,, and
˜ nr,t, = ikan sina2	sinat + 2	 − ka · r + 
 .
27
After substitution of Eq. 22 into Eq. 26, we obtain the
final expression for the differential form of the CTE,
ˆ 
r
+ t − 
˜
nr,t,	Ir,ˆ ,t,
= s
4
pˆ ,ˆ expidr,ˆ ,ˆ ,t,Ir,ˆ ,t,d,
28
where ˆ · /r+t−˜ nr , t , I0r ,ˆ , t ,0 in the re-
gion where the Green’s function given by Eq. 2 is valid.
Also, after several extinction lengths from the source, the
coherent time-varying specific intensity becomes negligible
in respect to Ir ,ˆ , t ,.
Compared to the CTE where the optical scatterers are
undergoing Brownian motion 29,37, in Eq. 28 we have a
similar factor d  that is due to the ultrasound-induced
movement of the optical scatterers, and a new term ˜ n .
The time-varying specific intensity Ir ,ˆ , t , in the case
of ultrasound modulation depends on both time t and time
increment . Of most practical interest is to find the power
spectral density of the ultrasound-modulated light, which im-
plies the availability of an analytical solution for Ir ,ˆ ,.
Unfortunately, due to correlations among the ultrasound-
induced optical phase increments, it is difficult to create a
simple equation for Ir ,ˆ , based on Eqs. 28 and 21. In
this paper we present a Monte Carlo algorithm which can be
used to simulate various configurations for ultrasonic modu-
lation of light in optically scattering samples. It should also
be possible to adapt the numerical codes developed for the
Boltzmann equation to calculate the power spectral density
of the ultrasound-modulated light based on Eq. 28. Also, in
the diffusion regime, and for ultrasound wavelengths which
satisfy kaltr1, it is possible to significantly simplify the
expression for Ir ,ˆ , by preaveraging 37 the
ultrasound-induced optical phase increments in Eq. 22. A
formal derivation of the CTE for ultrasound-modulated light
was presented in Ref. 42.
IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
We developed a Monte Carlo MC algorithm which can,
based on Eq. 22, calculate the power spectrum of
ultrasound-modulated light when a focused ultrasound field
is present in an optically scattering medium with a heteroge-
neous distribution of optical parameters. The optically scat-
tering medium is divided along the Cartesian axes into cells,
which are enumerated by vectors n with integer coordinates
nx ,ny ,nz assigned to each cell. We also assign an individual
value of the optical absorption and the scattering coefficient
to each cell, as well as the scattering anisotropy factor av-
erage cosine of the scattering angle, where a Henyey-
Greenstein scattering phase function is assumed 43. We
further assign to each cell an average ultrasound propagation
direction ˆ a,n, pressure amplitude P0,n, and phase n, as-
suming that the dimensions of the cell are much smaller than
the ultrasound wavelength so that within each cell, the ultra-
sound field can be approximated with Pnt= P0,n cosat
+n. The procedure for propagation of the photon packets
in the MC is analogous to the previously described algo-
rithms 25,44, with the only difference being that at each
crossing of the cell boundaries, the remaining length of the
photon free path is adjusted in accordance with the extinction
coefficient within the cell that the photon packet is entering.
This simulation approach should be sufficiently accurate for
calculation of the power spectral density in thick scattering
samples, when the light is completely diffused. In other
cases, more rigorous approach could be used, which takes
into account contributions from all the scattering orders
45,46. The trajectory of each photon consists of many
small steps, which are determined by all of the scattering
events and cell boundaries along the way. For each small
photon step of length li within cell m, the optical phase in-
crement that is due to ultrasound-induced index of refraction
changes is calculated as n,i=k0n0liPmt / va
2, and we
express it as
n,i = Pn,cos,i cosat + Pn,sin,i sinat . 29
The factors Pn,cos,i and Pn,sin,i in Eq. 29 are calculated
as k0n0liva
2−1P0,m cosm, and −k0n0liva
2−1P0,m
sinm, respectively.
Similarly, for each scattering event j within cell n,
the optical phase increment due to ultrasound-induced
scatterer displacement is calculated as d,j
=k0n0kava
2−1ˆ a,n · ˆ inc−ˆ scP0,n sinat+n, and we
express it as
d,j = Pd,cos,j cosat + Pd,sin,j sinat . 30
In Eq. 30, we use Pd,cos,j =k0n0kava
2−1ˆ a,n · ˆ inc−ˆ sc
P0,n sinn, Pd,sin,j =k0n0kava
2−1ˆ a,n · ˆ inc−ˆ scP0,n
cosn. ˆ inc and ˆ sc are incident and scattered photon
directions, respectively, and we assume for simplicity that
the optical scatterers are following the ultrasound-induced
movement of the surrounding medium in both amplitude and
phase.
At each scattering event, the total ultrasound-induced
phase of the photon packet accumulated up to this point is
=A cosat+, where A cos=iPn,cos,i+ jPd,cos,j,
A sin=−iPn,sin,i− jPd,sin,j, and i and j count all of the
previous steps and scattering events of the photon packet.
The expression for the temporal autocorrelation of the pho-
ton packet is given by
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Gt, = exp„iAcosat +  − cosat +  + … .
31
We use expiA cos=m=−
+ imJmAexpim to further
develop Eq. 31, where JmA is the Bessel function of the
first kind of order m. We arrive then at the expression
a
20
2/a
Gt,dt = J0
2A + 
m=1
+
2Jm
2 Acosma .
32
In the simulation, quantity A is calculated at each scatter-
ing event, and the values of M0n=J0
2AW and
M1n=2J1
2AW are obtained, where W=Wa,n /t,n,
and W is the current weight of a photon packet at the scat-
tering event which happened in cell n. At the end of the
simulation of all of the photon packets, sums M0n
=M0n /a,n and M1n=M1n /a,n of the incre-
ments for all of the scattering events that happened in cell n
are proportional to the amplitudes of the zero and the first
harmonics, respectively, of the power spectrum of the
ultrasound-modulated light.
The sample in our simulation is an optically scattering
slab infinitely wide in the Y and Z directions, with a thick-
ness of L=20 mm along the X axis Fig. 2. We use a
=0.1 cm−1 and s=10 cm−1 in the entire slab, which are rep-
resentative of soft biological tissue for visible and near-
infrared light, and, for simplicity, assume isotropic scatter-
ing. A focused ultrasound beam with a monochromatic
frequency of 1 MHz, focal length of 40 mm, and aperture
diameter of 25.4 mm is positioned parallel to the Z axis
within the slab and spaced at equal distances from the slab
surfaces. The focal spot of the transducer is at x ,y ,z
= 10 mm, 0 mm, 0 mm, and the pressure amplitude at the
focus is P0=105 Pa. A pencil light source with a wavelength
of 532 nm irradiates the scattering slab from the x0 half-
space, at position x ,y ,z= 0 mm, 10 mm, 0 mm. We as-
sume the same optical index of refraction n0=1.33 in whole
space, a mass density of the medium =103 kg m−3, an ul-
trasound velocity va=1480 ms−1, and an elasto-optical coef-
ficient of water at room temperature =0.32. The distribu-
tions of the ultrasound pressure and phase are calculated with
publicly available software Field II 47, and the ultrasound
propagation directions are subsequently obtained by taking
the gradient of the ultrasound phase. The cell grid is centered
around the focal spot of the transducer, and it is 10 cm wide
in both the Y and Z directions in order to minimize the error
of the simulation within the central region. The dimensions
of the cells are x=0.5 mm, y=0.5 mm, and z=0.1 mm,
such that the change in the ultrasound phase within the cell is
small.
Figure 3a presents the ultrasound pressure distribution
within the slab in plane y=0 mm, which contains the axis of
the ultrasound beam. In Figs. 3b and 3c, we plot the am-
FIG. 2. Configuration for ultrasonic modulation of light in an
optically scattering slab.
FIG. 3. Monte Carlo simulation results for an optically scatter-
ing slab in a plane defined by y=0 mm, which contains the axis of
the ultrasound beam. a Distribution of the ultrasound pressure in
105 Pa. b Distribution of the amplitude of the zero harmonic
M0n of the power spectrum of ultrasound-modulated light in
arbitrary units. c Distribution of the amplitude of the first har-
monic M1n of the power spectrum of ultrasound-modulated
light in arbitrary units. d Distribution of the modulation depth
calculated as M1n /M0n.
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plitudes of the zero M0n and the first M1n harmonics
of the power spectrum of the ultrasound-modulated light in
the same plane y=0 mm. Since the light source is at y
=10 mm, the maximum of the distribution M0n in plane
y=0 mm is not at the point of light incidence x=0 mm.
Figure 3c shows that the distribution M1n follows the
profile of the ultrasound focal zone, which confirms the as-
sumption that we used to explain UOT experimental results.
Finally, in Fig. 3d we plot the modulation depth in the y
=0 mm plane, calculated as M1n /M0n. The modulation
depth peaks at 8% at the ultrasound focus. The value of the
modulation depth is significantly lower at places closer to the
point of light incidence, due to the very high intensity of the
unmodulated light. On both sides of the slab, the modulation
depth in the y=0 mm plane increases at points more distant
from the light source, due to the increased probability of the
light interacting with the ultrasound along the way. However,
the total amount of available light at these points is low. In
finding the optimal position for the highest signal-to-noise
ratio of the measurement, we should consider both the modu-
lation depth and the total available optical intensity.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, based on the ladder approximation of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation, we have developed integral and dif-
ferential forms of the CTE for ultrasound-modulated light in
optically turbid media. We have also developed a Monte
Carlo algorithm which can be used to calculate the power
spectrum of the ultrasound-modulated light in optically tur-
bid media, with heterogeneous distributions of optical pa-
rameters and focused ultrasound fields. The derivations are
valid within the weak-scattering approximation, the medical
ultrasound frequency range and moderate ultrasound pres-
sures. We expect that the CTE will help to better model UOT
experiments for estimations of sensitivity, resolution, and
signal-to-noise ratios. Further development of the theory is
necessary to address tightly focused ultrasound fields with
very high ultrasound pressures.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE MEAN
GREEN’S FUNCTION
To solve the Dyson equation Eq. 6, we first assume
that the mean Green’s function Gsrb ,ra , t from ra to rb can
be represented as
Gsrb,ra,t = Garb,ra,trb,ra,t . A1
By substituting Eq. A1 into Eq. 6, we obtain
Garb,ra,trb,ra,t = Garb,ra,t −  fˆ sb,ˆ asrb,rs,t4rb − rsrs − ra
expik0n0Frssdrs, A2
where
Frs = ra − rs1 + rs,ra,t + rs − rb1 + rb,rs,t
+ est · ˆ as −ˆ sb . A3
Without loss of generality, we assume that the ultrasound
propagates along the Z axis. In order to simplify the appear-
ance of further expressions, the following notation will be
used: the distance between two points at ra with coordinates
xa ,ya ,za and rb with coordinates xb ,yb ,zb will be written
as rab, where rabra−rb; we will denote with xab ,yab ,zab
coordinates of the vector difference ra−rb; the functions
ra ,rb , t and rb ,ra , t will be written as ab and ba,
respectively; partial derivatives will be written using the
appropriate subscripts for example, FxrsFrs /xs,
Fxyrs2Frs /xsys.
We first resolve the following integral:
Ixy = −  fˆ sb,ˆ asbs4rasrsb expik0n0Frssdxsdys
A4
in the X-Y plane from Eq. A2. The factor k0n0Frs in Eq.
A4 changes much faster than the slow varying part
sfˆ sb ,ˆ asbs / 4rasrsb, so we obtain the approximate
value of Ixy by using the method of stationary phase. The
integral in n-dimensional space xRn of the form
I = 
D
gxexpifxdx , A5
where the phase fx oscillates much faster than function
gx, can be approximated as
I 
gx0
DA expifx0 + i4 	2 	
n/2
. A6
In Eq. A6, x0 is the single minimum of fx; A is the Hes-
sian of fx given by A=  2fx /xixjx=x0;  is the signa-
ture of A calculated as the difference between the number of
positive and negative eigenvalues of A; and condition DA
0 is satisfied, where DA is the determinant of A. If there
is more than one minimum of fx, then summation over all
minima should be performed.
The functions as and sb, as well as the term est · ˆ as
−ˆ sb, are independent from xs and ys, and the partial de-
rivatives of Frs can be calculated as
Fxrs = xsa1 + as/ras + xsb1 + sb/rsb,
Fyrs = ysa1 + as/ras + ysb1 + sb/rsb. A7
The extrema of Frs are given by Fxrs=0 and Fyrs=0,
so we obtain the following relations:
xsa/xsb = − ras1 + sb/rsb1 + as ,
ysa/ysb = − ras1 + sb/rsb1 + as . A8
Since we consider only small ultrasound-induced optical
phase perturbations sb1, as1, from Eq. A8 we
have xsa /xsb0 and ysa /ysb0.
The second partial derivatives of Frs are
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Fxxrs =
yas
2 + zas
2 1 + as
ras
3 +
ysb
2 + zsb
2 1 + sb
rsb
3 ,
Fyyrs =
xas
2 + zas
2 1 + as
ras
3 +
xsb
2 + zsb
2 1 + sb
rsb
3 ,
Fxyrs = −
xsaysa1 + as
ras
3 −
xsbysb1 + sb
rsb
3 , A9
and we can calculate DA with the help of Eq. A8 as
DA = zas
2 1 + as2/ras
4 + zsb
2 1 + sb2/rsb
4 + 1 + as1 + sb
zsb
2
ras
2 + zas
2
rsb
2 /rasrsb3. A10
Based on Eqs. A9 and A10, A is positive definite
DA0 and also Fxxrs+Fyyrs0 and =2. For any
given zs, we denote with xs ,ys ,zs the coordinates of a single
minimum point rs of Fr. We now apply the approximation
from Eq. A6 to the integral in Eq. A4 and obtain
Ixy = −
is
2k0n0
fˆ as,ˆ sbbs
rasrsbDA
expest · ˆ as −ˆ sb
 expik0n0ras1 + as + rsb1 + sb , A11
where xs and ys are obtained by solving Eq. A8. We con-
sider sb and as to be small perturbations of Frs, and we
assume that we make only a small error by using the solution
of unperturbed Frs for xs and ys. From Eq. A8 when sb
=0 and as=0, we have xsa /xsb=−ras /rsb, ysa /ysb=−ras /rsb,
and zsa /zsb=−ras /rsb, where =1 if zs belongs to the inter-
val bounded by za and zb, and =−1 for all other values of zs.
We further obtain the relations
xs =
xazsb − xbzsa
zsb − zsa
, ys =
yazsb − ybzsa
zsb − zsa
,
xsa =
xabzsa
zsb − zsa
, ysa =
yabzsa
zsb − zsa
,
xsb =
xabzsb
zsb − zsa
, ysb =
yabzsb
zsb − zsa
,
ras =
zsa
zasb
rabs, rsb =
zsb
zasb
rabs, A12
where zasb= zas+ zsb, and rasb=xab2 +yab2 +zasb2 .
By using the expressions from Eq. A12, we further
obtain rasrsbDAzasb, and also
expik0n0ras1 + as + rsb1 + sb
 expik0n0rabs1 + zsaas + zsbsb/zasb .
A13
When zs is inside the interval bounded by za and zb, then
zasb= zab and the expression in Eq. A13 is further simpli-
fied as
expik0n0ras1 + as + rsb1 + sb
 expik0n0rab1 + ab . A14
After the substitution of Eq. A11 with obtained approxi-
mations into Eq. A2 and subsequent division by
Garb ,ra , t, we have
ba = 1 +
i2s
k0n0
 fˆ sb,ˆ asbszasb/rab
expik0n0Vzs + est · ˆ as −ˆ sbdzs,
A15
where
Vzs = rabs1 + zas
zasb
as +
zsb
zasb
sb	 − rab1 + ab .
A16
Without loss of generality, we assume at this point that
zbza. Since the rapidly oscillating factor in the exponent on
the right-hand side of Eq. A15 is exactly zero only when
zs za ,zb, we assume that the value of the integral for
zs za ,zb is negligible. When xs and ys satisfy the relations
in Eqs. A12, and zs za ,zb, the vectors rb−rs and rs−ra
are collinear. Consequently, fˆ sb ,ˆ as= fˆ ,ˆ , ˆ as
−ˆ sb=0, and Eq. A15 is
ba = 1 +
i2sfˆ ,ˆ 
k0n0ˆ ab ·ˆ a

za
zb
bsdzs, A17
with solution
ba = expi2sfˆ ,ˆ rab/k0n0 . A18
By substituting Eq. A18 into Eq. A1, the mean Green’s
function is
Gsrb,ra,t =
expiKrb,ra,trb − ra
− 4rb − ra
, A19
where Krb ,ra , t is equal to k0n01+rb ,ra , t
+2sfˆ ,ˆ  / k0n0.
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